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Ford Mustang Update 3



Preview

Lotus Carlton for sale

Arare opportunity to get your hands on
perhaps the finest English super saloon
ever produced, the Lotus Carlton. The

Carlton definitely took the UK by storm and
swiftly became infamous for its mph top
speed. owered by the cc pel C ET
inline si with two arrett turbochargers, that

produces bhp and lbft of tor ue,
propelling the au hall from in .
seconds.This is up for auction at anor ark
Classics https
auctions.manorparkclassics.com
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CarTrouble

elecSmithcity

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

A mini with his name on it, so old Paul can do
what he likes with one. Actually a small electricity
car makes some sense, but isn’t this destroying a

bit of history?

FashionablyElectric
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"This car also respects the past,” Smith adds.
With this one-off, Paul Smith is revisiting an
even older project that has linked him to MINI

for over 20 years: in 1998 he created the MINI Paul
Smith Edition, limited to 1,800 vehicles. The prototype of
this unique edition was painted a bright blue based on a
swatch taken from one of Paul Smith’s favourite shirts.
The new unique model retains this unmistakable,
memorable shade of colour, while the lime green battery
box recalls a 1990s colour palette. Despite the redesign,
however, the original ethos of the car remains.

The project is also about respecting heritage and
timeless design – in particular, the iconic work of Sir
Alec Issigonis, creator of the first Mini. "When you move
into your old aunt's flat, out of respect you don't change
everything, but you do some modernising," is how Smith
puts it. Sir Alec Issigonis developed the classic Mini in
response to the oil crisis of 1959. Minimum fuel
consumption, maximum use of space – that was the
idea that convinced millions of people over many
decades to invest in a Mini, and is still partly responsible
for the success of MINI today.

The radically reduced and sustainable concept of
the MINI Strip continues in the interior of the newly
designed car. By deliberately leaving out trim parts, the
bodyshell with its bare, unclad floor pan dominates the
interior, with rustic floor mats made of recycled rubber
on top. In addition to innovative, resource-saving

materials, Paul Smith's design leaves out entire
instruments in other places: a magnet next to the
steering wheel accommodates the smartphone, which,
apart from the speedometer, replaces almost all the old
buttons and functions on the dashboard. The steering
wheel in his exclusive model can be completely removed
to facilitate getting in and out of the car – both an
innovative solution as well as a tongue-in-cheek quip
symbolic of Paul Smith’s trademark wit.

“We have made a 1990s car totally relevant
for today,” is how the designer describes it.
“Ideas are never the problem, you can find
them everywhere. The challenge is to
implement them. Here it worked. A dream
has come true," he says. The engineers from
‘Recharged Heritage Limited’ are also
responsible for making this dream a reality.
The new MINI partner converted the
classic Mini into an emission-free vehicle
by installing a 72-kilowatt electric motor.
MINI already offers series-manufactured,
locally emission-free driving pleasure with
the all-electric MINI Cooper SE (combined power
consumption: 17.6 – 15.2 kWh/100 km according to
WLTP; combined C 2 emissions: 0 g/km and the MINI
Cooper SE Countryman (fuel consumption combined:
2.1 - 1.7 l/100 km according to WLTP, 2.1 - 1.9 l/100 km
according to NEDC; electricity consumption combined:

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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15.5 - 1 .8 kWh/100 km according to WLTP, 1 .8 - 1 .1
kWh/100 km according to NEDC, C 2 emissions
combined: 7 - 9 g/km according to WLTP, 8 -
g/km according to NEDC with plug-in hybrid drive and
is on its way to delivering an all-electric future.

So what do you think about this BMW and Paul
reckon it is the future, but for the moment it is just a bit
of interesting publicity.
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Who is too scared to be interviewed by Free Car Mag?
Not their fault, but the PR companies who represent them think that we might
just ask a difficult question or two. Of course the interviewee might make an
argument which convinces a reader to use their business or service. In all

these instances the companies ‘reached out’ to us for chat. We said yes, then
they made excuses, or just flat out refused to engage. Just so you know...

FCMvsTheMainstream

Scrapyard
ofShame...
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Scrapyard
ofShame...

Dr. Susanne Koblitz is head of charging Technology
at IONITY. Here ere the suggested to ics for
discussion that e didn t ha e....

Interoperability: Ho the different odels on the
road e change the correct infor ation ith charging
sites and the i ortance of intero erability for the future
chargers
Payments: The road to ards fast reliable and
sea less ay ent o tions as ell as the soft are
behind lug and harge hich ill a e charging e en
easier than aying for groceries on le ay or
sho ing on the azon
ar er system p ra es: Insights fro IONITY s

technology test centre that carries out soft are
e aluation to build and de elo the technology behind
the high o er charging stations
ns rin rele ant ar er te : dee er loo at ho
IONITY s shareholders rou ord otor
o any Hyundai otor rou ercedes enz

and the ol s agen rou ith udi and orsche are
or ing ith IONITY to ensure constant inno ation in

their cars enable sea less charging technology for
To orro .

Adrian Keen, InstaVolt’s ie e e er,
said, but not to Free Car Mag
“InstaVolt has been at the forefront of the
growth n bl harg ng nfrastr t re ro ng
n str lea ng le els of rel ab l t at fantas
lo a ons a ross the o ntr e are w tness ng a

ra trans on to ele tr eh les an t s of
f n a ental ortan e that the nfrastr t re s n
la e to s ort that

i an lean has the distinction of a oiding tal ing to
ree ar ag t ice. It as the sa e co any but
e did e ail hi directly a e contact through in ed

In and T itter to s ea to hi ithout getting any
res onse. The inter ie s related to his or as as an
entre reneur and clean technology in estor ho co
founded the orld s rst all digital all electric car rental
co any OD I . Then there as his boo
because a arently idan is assionate about e osing
the truths beyond the hy e around the rise of electric
ehicles. His e tensi e research led to hi riting his
e losi e boo T I O TION ublished in
arch 2 22. een cyclist and outdoors an idan
as not an early ado ter or ad ocate for electric
ehicles or articularly a are of en iron ental atters.
The details on ho e ere dealt ith hen res onding
to the inter ie in itation can be found in ree ar ag
1 .
We will add to this Scrapyard of Shame if the
opportunity arises, but quite honestly the number
of companies who want to talk to us about their
electricity products, is shrinking. It does seem,
to quote Orwell in 1984, that Ignorance is
strength . hat s all we want to do talk. We might
learn something...
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Car Show
Our favourite Podcast Bangers & Classics put on quite a show so lets take a
look at the wonderful Bangers and Classics that turned up on their Cricket Pitch.

CarsonaCricketPitch
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According o g nd “Who do you think you are?
Stirling Moss?” This, so the story goes, is what a
policeman asked the British racing driver

following a particularly ʻdaringʼ overtaking
manoeuvre on the streets of London. “Yes sir, I am”
was the honest reply.

Thereʼs a nod to this legendary tale – and a
number of other aspects of Mossʼs life and career – in
“The Last Blast”, a new short film by Mercedes-Benz
Classic. A police motorcycle outrider admonishes the
over-enthusiastic driver of the very Mercedes-Benz
300 SLR made famous by Mossʼs win in the 1955
Mille Miglia race. As the camera zooms in on the

front wing of the bike, we see a sticker bearing the
famous question.

With this, part of a police-escorted drive
across central London, ʻThe Last Blastʼ celebrates the
life of Moss, who died on 12 April 2020 at the age of
90. Filming took place at the end of September 2021
in London – where he lived for more than 60 years –
yet somewhere the famous Mercedes-Benz racing car,
with its legendary Mille Miglia starting number of 722,
has never been driven before.

But while the Silver Arrow is the visible star of
the show, thereʼs an invisible one, too: the late racing
driver himself. In this very car, together with

Our favourite Podcast Bangers & Classics put on quite a show so lets take a
look at the wonderful Bangers and Classics that turned up on their Cricket Pitch.
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

MoreCarsonaCricketPitch
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navigator Denis Jenkinson, he achieved a famous
victory for Mercedes-Benz in the 1955 road race from
Brescia to Rome and back. And it is in Mossʼs honour
that the company had the straight-eight engine howl
for one last blast on a drive across central London
before the car is retired, returning to its permanent
home in the Mercedes-Benz Museum in Stuttgart.

The result is a moving three-and-a-half
minutes of film. The starting point of the drive, very
early one Sunday morning, is The Temple. It then
takes in the Houses of Parliament, Trafalgar Square,
the Royal Automobile Club and the The Ritz hotel. On
the way, “722” passes what was Sir Stirlingʼs very own
300 SL “Gullwing” – the car in which he travelled from
London to the Mille Miglia in 1955. Its drive through
the city ends in front of Mossʼs own home in a
Mayfair mews. There, his son, Elliot Moss, stands in
front of the door and looks at the watch on his wrist,
which his father wore for many years. Itʼs exactly
7:22 am, the original start time of Moss and
Jenkinsonʼs Mille Miglia entry and the reason for the
carʼs racing number. The 300 SLR rolls to a halt one
final time, and its engine is switched off.This is

Mercedes-Benz Classicʼs tribute and thanks to Sir
Stirling Moss who dedicated decades of service to the
brand. And also to his family, for the unwavering
support they showed him, and for their personal
involvement in this very special film pro ect.

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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WINNERS (MOSTLY CORRECT)
ON THE FOLLOWING SPREAD

1412

The world’s most unprofessional podcast hands out half baked
cut and shut awards to those who turned up to the deserted

fish shed in Grimsby last Tuesday... .

Bangers&ClassicsAwards

TrophyStrife
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911 Turbo

TrophyStrife

Best Lee Marvin Film.

The Dirty Dozen

Point Blank

Paint Your Wagon

Best TV Car Ad. 1970-1990.

Citroën Visa “school of motoring” (1982)

Renault 25 Yuppie ad #1 (1986)

Honda Jazz German TV ad. (1984)

Most Pointless Car of the 1980s

Morris Ital

Alfa Romeo Arna

Austin Ambassador

Most missed car accessory

8-Track Cassette Player

Rostyle wheels

Feu Orange Air Freshener

Pri e s Beard

Nominees:

Hai Karate Aftershave

Dracula AD 1972

Caroline Munro

Best V

SAL Scamp

Fiat X1/23

Eddie Van (Halen)

orst erformance y r st roo n in a lead role

Vignale Samantha

Matra-Simca Bagheera

Alfa Romeo Alfasud

Least nrelia le BL Car

No nominees

Most Lamented Former Ma a ine:

Supercar Classics

Motor

Hotspur

Com est eats in a orts Car

Alpine GTA

Talbot-Matra Murena

All BL sports cars ( cos you ll be sleeping in them a lot
while waiting for the breakdown lorry to arrive)

B C ecial A ard for A sent Friends

Yellow headlamp lenses

Pop-up headlamps

Motoring ournalism
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Argie Bargie
The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

Alberto gets his dream drive in the car he had
loved for decades. Grandson Gonzalo made it
happen then the story got really interesting...

ClassicCarStory
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It’s never too late to make your lifelong dreams
come true! Or for a family member to help you do
it. This is what happened earlier this year to

Alberto, a retired 76 year old from eneral ico, a
city in the province of a ampa. e had always
dreamed of owning a enault , the rst car he
had driven. e was fascinated by this model, which
he de ned as robust and indestructible , but
could never afford to buy one.

o someone else made it happen! on alo,
one of his grandchildren, decided to wow his
granddad. ith the money he had saved up
working as a and the proceeds from the sale of
his own motorbike, he managed to buy the dream
gift a enault . It needed a lot of repair
work, but Alberto was thrilled. It was a special
moment because seeing my grandfather smile is
beautiful. e has always helped his grandchildren and
he deserved to be ful lled in return. I m really happy to
have given him this gift .

It could all have stopped there. ut then
the Argentine press picked up this touching
story. And it swept across the country. Alberto and
on alo were asked to tell their story on national

T . That was how Renault heard about it and
decided to help them refurbish the car.

According to Pablo Sibilla, President &

CEO, Renault Argentina it was a golden
opportunity to put Renault Care Service’s raison
d’ r to keep all its customers’ cars on the road
for longer and its expertise into action. The
Argentine after sales arm contacted on alo and
anera re , the dealership in eneral ico. They

had all the parts they needed to refurbish
Alberto’s Renault 1 and got to work straight
away. Then they went the e tra mile Renault
Argentina also decided to service his reva ped
car for life for free. e wanted to do something
and got in touch with on alo and Alberto, to
restore this enault . The car is one of our
historical emblems. ow I’m sure it will become part
of this grandfather’s and his grandson’s story, too.
This wonderful adventure is e actly what our brand
is all about, it’s what we mean when we call it a
love brand , when we say that our customers also
have a love story with our brand.

The adventure continued for Alberto and
on alo enault took them on a tour of the Santa
sabel plant in Cordoba, which built enault s
until , to show them how theirs was made in

.
It was a moving visit tinged with nostalgia

two feelings that inevitably overcome Alberto every
time he sits at the wheel of his Renault 1 .

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing

ClassicCarStory
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RE A 1 S OR

he Renault 1 as unveiled at the Paris otor Sho
in 1 and ent on to beco e a seventies icon in
rance and across Europe. ts career, until 1 , as

fairly conventional the range gradually expanded, it
as restyled in the iddle of the decade and

production as progressively phased out once its
replace ent, the Renault 1 , as launched in 1 .
ut the Renault 1 also had a fabulous career

overseas, hich lasted ell into the noughties t as
sold in Argentina, Australia, Colo bia, Spain, the
nited States, Canada, South Africa, C te d’ voire

and else here. t as in ur ey here it as na ed
Renault 1 then Renault oros and in Ro ania
here it as anufactured under a acia license and
ar eted as the acia 1 then acia 1 1 that it

lasted the longest, retiring in and
respectively. he Renault 1 as a huge hit in
Argentina too. t as built at the Santa sabel plant in
Cordoba fro 1 to 1 . he factory ade a
hopping , in those years, ran ing the car

as its second ost produced odel

The Radford Lotus Type 62-2completes pre-production testing
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Those opportunistic businesses in the Fuel Supply Chain
must explain where the mountains of cash fleeced from
drivers are going. The furore to the record climbing diesel
and petrol prices from millions of drivers is echoing on
the Richter pain scale across the nation. Yet the
Government continues to do absolutely nothing to tackle
the crippling cost of filling up.

We have 3 action points for the Government to
respond to and must not ignore. All will have
significant impact on lessening the cost-of-living
crisis.

Cut Fuel Duty by at least 20p per litre. Other countries in
Europe have cut duty by up to 25p per litre. The Spring
statement 5p cut did not hit the pumps.

Introduce PumpWatch to make pump pricing fair and
transparent, with all taxes displayed on signs and
receipts too.

Set up a CMA enquiry into the opaque pump pricing
process in the fuel supply chain to identify if collusion on
pump pricing is rife.

Howard Cox, Founder of FairFuelUK and Secretary to
the FairFuel APPG said: It is time the greedy
opportunistic businesses in the fuel supply chain be

policed. Wholesalers, distributors, oil companies and
refineries should be exposed as to what they have
been doing with oil price changes and the march fuel
duty cut. The small independent retail forecourt
owners are suffering too. They have very restrictive
fuel supply contracts from those opportunistic
businesses further up the fuel supply chain and are
almost all bound by very tight margins. In the main,
retailers are being held to ransom by these covert fuel
suppliers. It is those businesses that decide what the
forecourt prices are, that is why retailers are saying
it’s not their fault."

Here are just a few examples of the obscure pump
pricing process that rankles with millions of
drivers:
In May wholesale petrol averaged with all taxes
included 161.7p per litre. Diesel Wholesale was
156.9p. So, Diesel was cheaper to buy in bulk on
average by nearly 5p per litre. Yet the pump price for
diesel averaged 13p more than petrol. Why?

When oil was a similar price level on 16th Feb at
£105 as it is now 8th June at £103 per barrel, petrol
was £1.48 and diesel £1.52 per litre. Pump prices are
now at 8th June averaging petrol £1.83 and diesel
£1.87. That’s 35p more for petrol and diesel per litre
we are paying when oil is at a comparable level. Data
from the RAC Foundation.

Fuel Supply Chain Deceptions
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Free Car Mag on
Electricity Cars Again

https://youtu.be/xs3cXdDWfNk
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CAR26 director Lois Perry discusses how, if we’re
completely dependent on one source of energy ie.
Electricity, how vulnerable that leaves us. “How do

we make the electricity anyway, because its not going to
be with wind turbines, says Miss Perry.

Electric ehicles are expensive, they run out of
battery, you can’t charge them, they’re sad,’
according Lois Perry from CAR26, who was

speaking to ana Akua on G ews on Friday, 27th May
2022. “They’re a complete con, says Miss Perry. https:
twitter.com G EWS status 1530244274704498688
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�5IJT #BOHFSQFEJB DPOUBJOT ��� NPEFMT POPFS JO UIF 6, DBS NBSLFU XJUIEFTDSJQUJPOT CBTJD TQFDJDBUJPOT CSJFGCVZJOH UJQT BOE B SJEJDVMPVT SBUJOH TZTUFN�+BNFT 3VQQFSU JT CFTU LOPXO GPS XSJUJOH#BOHFSOPNJDT %FNPUPSJ[FE BOE UFMMJOH UIFOF SFBEFST PG "VUPDBS XIJDI VTFE DBST UPCVZ FWFSZ XFFL�

%FTQJUF BQQFBSBODFT JU JTOˏU B GBDU BOETUBU CBTFE IJTUPSZ PG UIF CPYZ #FSUPOFEFTJHOFE WFSTJPO PG UIF #SJUJTI -FZMBOE.JOJ� 5IF BVUIPS 'SBOL ,JSUMFZ EPFT LOPXIJT DBST CVU OPU UP UIF FYUFOU UIBU JU XPVMECPSF TPNFPOF XIP XBTOˏU JOUP WFIJDMFT�5IFCPPL JUTFMG MPPLT HSFBU PO ZPVS CFETJEFUBCMF OPU MFBTU CFDBVTF UIF DPWFS GFBUVSFT BQFSJPE 	����T
 %VUDI SFHJTUFSFE *OOPDFOUJ��� XJUI B NPPO SPPG BOE BEEFE XJOHEBNBHF QJDUVSFE PO B EVTUZ &VSPQFBONPVOUBJO QBTT� 5IJT TVHHFTUT BT ZPV SFBE BGFX DIBQUFST JO UIBU UIF TUPSZ JOTJEF NBZXFMM CF ˎCBTFE PO B GBJSMZ USVF TUPSZ �ˏ %SJWJOHBSPVOE 4QBJO BOE 'SBODF JO B CPYZ NJOJXIJMTU JOWPMWFE JO B DPME XBS TQZ QMPU JT BNBTTJWF QMVT QPJOU� *U JT TUSBJHIUGPSXBSEUIFSF BSF TPNF UXJTUT CVU JU JT EFMJHIUGVM UPCF BCMF UP HFU JOUP UIF CBDL TFBU PG UIF *OOJBOE HP BMPOH GPS UIF XJME SJEF�
IUUQT���XXX�TNBTIXPSET�DPN�CPPLT�

5IJT JT UIF OPU RVJUF EFOJUJWF IJTUPSZ PGIPX QBSLJOH CFDBNF BO JOEVTUSZHPWFSONFOUT PWFSUBYFENPUPSJTUTDBSNBLFST MJFE BCPVU IPX TBGF BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMZ GSJFOEMZ UIFZ XFSF BOEUFTUFE UIFJS FNJTTJPOT PONPOLFZT BOEIVNBOT� "MTP XIZ SPCPU DBST BSF TPEBOHFSPVT BOE FMFDUSJD DBST BSF OPU UIFBOTXFS� "MTP XIP JT CFIJOE UIF POHPJOHQMBO UP %FNPUPSJ[F UIF XPSME� 1SJOUFE JO���� JU QSFEJDUFE UIF GVUVSF XJUI UFSSJGZJOHBDDVSBDZ�#VZ JU CFGPSF JU HFUT CBOOFE� /PXVQEBUFE XJUI B $IBQUFS BMM BCPVU XIBUIBQQFOFE SFDFOUMZ JO ���� UP TDSFX UIFBWFSBHF NPUPSJTU� #BOHFSOPNJDT #PPLTBWBJMBCMF BMTP BT 1%'T UP EPXOMPBE BUXXX�CBOHFSOPNJDT�DPNA

FCMBookClub

Here are books written
by some of our
contributors and
friends. We would
encourage you to go to
our related
www.bangernomics.com
Site to buy books and
things that supports
what we do. Sticking up
for the Motorist.
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THEULIMATE ‘BOOKS’ BY
DAVIDMILLOY £8.001BDLFE XJUI GBDUT USJWJB BOE TUBUJTUJDT5IF 6MUJNBUF 2VJ[ #PPLT BSF UIF RVJ[CPPLT UIBU OPU POMZ HJWFT UIF BOTXFS UPFBDI PG JUT NVMUJQMF�DIPJDF RVFTUJPOT CVUBMTP UFMMT UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE JU� 4P JG ZPVˏWFFWFS XBOUFE UP LOPX UIF TUPSZ CFIJOE BDFSUBJO DBS CFJOH NFOUJPOFE JO B /BUJPOBM4FDVSJUZ NFNP UP 1SFTJEFOU +JNNZ$BSUFS PS BCPVU B )PMMZXPPE MNTUBSˏTBQQFBSBODF JO B SPVOE PG UIF #SJUJTI4BMPPO $BS $IBNQJPOTIJQ UIFO UIF$MBTTJD $BS JT UIF CPPL GPS ZPV� *G ZPV BSFB GBO PG NPUPSTQPSU UIFO UIF '� EFMJWFSTGBTDJOBUJOH GBDUT CZ UIF IVOESFET� /PUPOMZ UIBU CZ CVZJOH UIFTF CPPL ZPVˏMM CFIFMQJOH PUIFST ˊ UIF BVUIPS XJMM EPOBUF BUMFBTU ��� PG IJT SPZBMUJFT UP DIBSJUZ�5IBUˏT BOPUIFS HSFBU SFBTPO UP CVZ OPUKVTU POF CVU CPUI UIFTF CPPLT� 'SFF $BS.BH ˎ#PPLTˏ PG UIF ZFBS�

WorldofBooks

PEUGEOT205GTI - CORRIGAN
AMBERLEYPUBLISHING £14.99$PWFST UIF FOHJOFFSJOH BOE EFTJHOGFBUVSFT UIBU NBEF UIF ��� TP TQFDJBM�8JUIJO B TUZMJTI EFTJHO JU PFSFE B WBSJFUZPG MJWFMZ QFUSPM BOE EJFTFM FOHJOFT XIJMFUIF TVTQFOTJPO XJUI .BD1IFSTPO TUSVUTBU UIF GSPOU BOE UPSTJPO BSNT XJUI USBJMJOHBSNT BU UIF CBDL PFSFE FYDFMMFOU SJEFBOE IBOEMJOH� 4PPO UIF STU (5* WFSTJPOXBT QSPEVDFE XJUI BO FBHFS GSFF�SFWWJOH���� FOHJOF� *O ���� B ���� WFSTJPO XBTJOUSPEVDFE� %SBXJOH PO IJT QFSTPOBMFYQFSJFODF PG ESJWJOH B SFOPWBUFE1FVHFPU ��� (5* .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO BMTPQSPWJEFT BEWJDF PO SFTUPSBUJPO QBSUT BOEPUIFS PXOFSTIJQ UJQT�

THEMANCHESTERHEINKEL
MATTHEWCORRIGAN £8.99)FSF JT UIF GPSHPUUFO TUPSZ PG UIF POMZQMBOF UP CF TIPU EPXO PWFS (SFBUFS.BODIFTUFS JO 8PSME 8BS 5XP� 5IF)FJOLFM )F��� XBT CSPVHIU EPXO JO BEPH HIU PWFS 4UPDLQPSU JO .BZ ���� BOEUIF QMBOF MBOEFE OFBS B GBSN�"NB[JOHMZ UIF GPVS (FSNBO DSFXNFNCFSTTVSWJWFE BOE XFSF 0OF FZFXJUOFTT B MPDBMTPMJDJUPS XFOU PWFS UP UIF TJUF PG UIF DSBTIUP IFMQ BOE QVU UIF (FSNBO QJMPU VOEFSDJUJ[FOT BSSFTU� .BUUIFX $PSSJHBO IFBSE UIFTUPSZ HSPXJOH VQ BOE XBT TVSQSJTFE UIBUUIFSF XBT TP MJUUMF SFDPSET PS JOGPSNBUJPOBCPVU IJT NPNFOUPVT FWFOU TP EFDJEFE UPSFTFBSDI BOE XSJUF UIJT CPPL�

OSPREY -MATTHEWCORRIGAN
EMPIRE £8.950413&: �� 0WFSIFBE 4ZTUFN 1SPEVDJOH3FOFXBCMF &OFSHZ JT BO BVEBDJPVTTDIFNF UP IBSOFTT IJHI�BMUJUVEF XJOEQPXFS� *T JU B CSFBLUISPVHI JO DMFBOFOFSHZ PS B GBS�GFUDIFE GBOUBTZ EFTJHOFEUP FYUPSU NJMMJPOT 4FU JO SFDFTTJPO�IJU .BODIFTUFS 0TQSFZ JT BCSJMMJBOUMZ TBUJSJDBM OPWFM UIBU MJGUT B MJE POFWFSZUIJOH GSPN QIPOF IBDLJOH UP DMJNBUFDIBOHF IZTUFSJB� 5PQJDBM DPOUSPWFSTJBM BOEXPSSZJOHMZ CFMJFWBCMF 0413&: JT B UBMF PGQBOJD HSFFE BOE QFPQMF PO UIF NBLF�
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*O -FTTFS 4QPUUFE $MBTTJDT NPUPSJOH XSJUFS %BWJE .JMMPZ CSJFZ UFMMT UIFTUPSZ CFIJOE FBDI PG UXFOUZ�POF HSFBU DBST UIBU BSF B SBSF TJHIU PO 6,SPBET� %BWJE�T MVDJE XFMM SFTFBSDIFE UFYU JT TVQFSCMZ BDDPNQBOJFE CZCFTQPLF JMMVTUSBUJPOT ˊ POF GPS FBDI DBS � CZ 3VTTFMM 8BMMJT B QSPGFTTJPOBMJMMVTUSBUPS XIP IPMET B EFHSFF JO "VUPNPUJWF %FTJHO� *U�T GVO JOGPSNBUJWFBOE BPSEBCMF � OP DMBTTJD DBS FOUIVTJBTU� TIPVME CF XJUIPVU JU� "OE CZCVZJOH JU ZPV�MM CF IFMQJOH PUIFST� ��� PG %BWJE BOE 3VTTFMM�T SPZBMUJFTGSPN TBMFT XJMM HP UP DIBSJUZ� 5IBUˏT UIF PDJBM MJOF CVU BDUVBMMZ JU JT BMMRVJUF USVF� 5IF JMMVTUSBUJPOT NBLF JU CVU UIF DIPJDF PG DMBTTJDT JT JOTQJSFE�5IF MBOETDBQF GPSNBU JT WFSZ TBUJTGZJOH UP IPME BOE SFBE� #VZ JU�

*G ZPV MPWFE UIF 6MUJNBUF $MBTTJD $BS 2VJ[ #PPL UIFO ZPV XJMMBEPSF /VNCFS � XIJDI JT NPSF PG UIF TBNF CVU XJUI EJFSFOURVFTUJPOT BOE BOTXFST� #VZ JU� 4QBDF MFGU GPS VQDPNJOH .JMMPZ#PPLT���

FCMBookClub2

More Books by the
better half of the
Bangers and Classics
Podcast...
David Milloy. A
proportion goes to
charity which proves
what a jolly good egg
he is. Do some good
and buy some great
books.



Christmas
Podcast AlertMerry

Bangers and Classics, the brilliant mind altering Podcast featuring James Ruppert and
David Milloy explaining life, the universe and everything to do with the wonderful world
of motoring. Find out which cars are classics, bangers or both. Listen to stories you
won’t hear anywhere else. Laugh out loud at some very poor jokes, Get involved by

making suggestions for serious and not so serious discussion.
Incredibly a new episode is uploaded every single week. Don’t miss out.

www.bangersandclassics.com



‘The Circular Cars Initiative (CCI) is a private/public sector collaboration 
focused on leveraging new technologies and business models to align the 
automotive industry with a 1.5C climate scenario.’

‘Inefficient utilization of cars is also a problem. Privately-owned vehicles 
are only in use about 5% of the time, and even then, they tend to operate 
at low passenger capacity’ 

The World Economic Forum want more complicated unaffordable cars and 
would prefer it if you didn’t drive so much and shared a bus.
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.PSF PG UIF TBNF� 5IBUˏT DBST BOENPSF DBST BOE UIF PEENPBO BCPVUUIF TUBUF PG UIFNPUPSJOH XPSME� 8FBSF WFSZ MJHIU PO EFUBJMT  CVU OPDIBOHF UIFSF UIFO BOZUIJOH ZPVUIJOL XF TIPVME CF DPWFSJOH HFU JOUPVDI BT XF BSF OPX UIF POMZ QSP�NPUPSJTU .BH JO UIF 6OJWFSTF 4FF ZPVOFYU UJNF���

FCM 110
NextTime

FREECARMAG.COM
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flyscreenqueen.co.uk
01760 441423

folding roller sliding and chain  
screens for doors and windows for home  

and business, diy kits only 
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